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Introduction
In 2013, prominent German pianist and composer Nils Frahm uploaded a recording-a droning, ambient piece of music awash with harmonics and reverb titled 'I don't belong here'-to his SoundCloud account, a page followed by close to two million. What made this ostensibly unremarkable manoeuvre somewhat more 1 unusual was that 'I don't belong here' was written not by Frahm, but by Mohammad Moussavi, an Iranian fan and relative unknown. By his own admission, Frahm had been motivated to share the music more widely having received it from Moussavi accompanied by a note explaining the turbulence of Iran's musical culture.
"Here in Iran", Moussavi wrote, " [there] is no way to publish these kind of music, Iran is a Muslim country and music is called HARAM here (means music is a sin). so what we are all working is ilegal here. but this lifestyle is the only that i can & want to do [sic] ". At the time of writing, 'I don't belong here' had been played 2 over one hundred thousand times, with a dialogue having opened up between Moussavi and supportive Soundcloud users from around the world. In spite of Iran's cultural imperialism, Moussavi was able to seek refuge in the diasporic, transnational community gathered around Frahm's SoundCloud page. Where his immediate civc life proved lacking, the Internet offered a convenient, accessible supplement.
This paper contemplates the extent to which online music making and sharing practices can be understood acts of creative citizenship, with a special emphasis on instances in which those creative practices represent an escape from, rather than engagement with, the immediate civic life of the practitioner. Of course a wealth of scholarship in this area has ably noted the changing modes of civic engagement brought about by digital media and social networks, and the new creative routes to civic and political participation that have SoundCloud is an online music streaming platform and community; it describes itself as 'the world's leading social 1 sound platform where anyone can create sounds and share them everywhere' . See: https://soundcloud.com/pages/ contact.
https://soundcloud.com/nils_frahm/i-dont-belong-here-by. 2 Page of 2 14 emerged as a result. Bennett (2008; Bennett, Wells and Freelon 2011) , for instance, contrasts 'dutiful' and 'actualizing' models of citizenship. The former represents a conventional, historic model of civic life in which 'individuals participate… through organised groups, from civic clubs to political parties, while becoming informed via the news, and generally engaging in public life out of a sense of personal duty' (Bennett, Wells and Freelon 2011, 838) . Meanwhile the latter 'enables us to think about a generational shift away from taking cues as members of groups or out of regard for public authorities (opinion leaders, public officials, and journalists), and toward looser personal engagement with peer networks that pool (crowd source) information and organise civic action using social technologies that maximise individual expression' (Bennett, Wells and Freelon 2011, 839) . The 'actualizing' model, he argues, affords 'spontaneous and creative forms of collective expression' (Bennett 2008, 2) ; 'creative and expressive opportunities for civic engagement' (Bennett, Wells and Freelon 2011, 851) . Elsehwere, boyd's (2007) discussion of 'networked publics' contains an implicit distinction between 'unmediated' and 'mediated' versions of civic life: 'spaces and audiences that are bound together through technological networks (i.e. the Internet, mobile networks, etc.).
Networked publics are one type of mediated public; the network mediates the interactions between members of the public. ' Both scholars operate in dialogue with Jenkins's conception of 'participatory culture' (Jenkins et al. 2006 (Jenkins et al. , 2016 , which contemplates a technologically-forged entanglement of civic participation and creative expression.
The creative dimensions of civic participation in the networked era have been more explicitly picked up in the scholarly discourse surrounding creative citizenship (Hargreaves and Hartley 2016; Ratto and Boler 2014) . Within this context, creative and artistic practice is more often than not framed positively, as a constructive set of activities which both stem from, and feed back into, local, physical communities. This includes hyperlocal journalism (Harte 2013; Harte, Williams and Turner 2014) ; craft(ivism) (Levine and Heimerl 2008) ; community-led design (Sanders and Stappers 2014) ; documentary making (Rose 2014);
gardening (DiSalvo 2014) . The role of the digital-specifically those networked technologies embodied by the Internet-is curtailed to one simply adopted by, and serving, local, real-world communities. It strikes, however, that as much as the digital is being turned to as a mechanism by which to improve civic life, it also represents a way of escaping its various deficiencies. Not only might they serve as an apparatus for enabling interaction and creativity among a local community, but a means by which alternative social and creative relationships may be forged. In and of itself, of course, this is hardly any great revelation. But of special interest here are those creative practitioners who are motivated to seek out these digital opportunities as a result of living in culturally isolated, creatively oppressive, or otherwise dislocated local environments. This could well include (as this paper will explore in detail) musicians-like Moussavi-exercising their creativity online, whether as an act of resistance against oppressive governmental control, or simply against recording industries often perceived as hegemonic and impenetrable. In such cases, the opportunities afforded by digital (and/or social) media represent not simply a lowering of barriers toward certain kinds of creative and civic engagement, but the removal of blockades that would have otherwise been entirely insurmountable.
The purpose of this paper is not to present empirical or data-led research on online creative communities, but rather, by pave the way for a critical discussion about the plurality of ways in which online creative practices can be understood as enactments of citizenship. In part, at least, this will be achieved by surveying literature that addresses the notion of networked communities: globally distributed and culturally
Page of 3 14 diverse groups assembled around a shared interest or concern, communities that exist (often solely) in digital spaces such as online fora, music streaming platforms, and crowd-funding websites. However, these ideas will also be contextualised with reference to various ethnomusicological studies that demonstrate the tangible praxis of such engagement, highlighting specific actors, collectives, and creative activities which might be said to constitute acts of creative citizenship.
Online Communities and 'Networked Individualism'
A number of central questions reside at the heart of contemporary thinking on the topic of virtual loosening grips on resources: since 2014, Estonia has offered non-residents 'e-residency' (or 'virtual residency'), enabling access to banking, business, and legal services usually the reserve of nationals, the first scheme of its kind. Unsurprisingly, the sociological implications of networked communities have been the 4 focal point of scholarship for some time, and it is the task of this section to note some pertinent work in this area.
Early work on cyber-communities conceptualised the digital as an autonomous space-i.e., a series of virtual locales within which groups and communities could converge-as opposed to a networked communication tool utilised and navigated by individual users. Analyses of Internet-driven sociality bore witness to the emergence of a "new form of community, brining people together on-line around shared values and interests, and creating ties of support and friendship that could also extend into face-to-face interaction" (Castells 2001, 119) . By and large, this remained the case throughout much early, seminal work on the topic: The Virtual Community (Rheingold 1993), Life on the Screen (Turkle 1995) , and The Rise of the Network Society (Castells 1996) all grounded their epistemologies in the existence of formal, 'strongly-knit' (to use Wellman's terminology), cohesive communities. Two trends have characterised academic thought since this initial period -the conceptualisation of the digital as a communicative tool, rather than social space, and a focal shift from the group to the individual:
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/may/03/bitcoin-tech-future-craig-wright-blockchain-transactions; … a fresh wave of digital optimism has more recently accompanied the advent of social media platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, Youtube, Wikis and the blogosphere. The distinctiveness of this second generation of internet democracy is the displacement of the public sphere model with that of a networked citizen-centred perspective providing opportunities to connect the private sphere of autonomous political identity to a multitude of chosen political spaces (Loader and Mercea 2011, 758) .
In this new conception, an Internet user's digital DNA-indeed, their online identity-emerges from the unique combination of associations and alliances formed online, of which there are infinite and everincreasing possibilities. These associations are informal, multiplicitous, overlapping, and transient, less rigid and less concrete than those 'spatially-bounded' communities associated with traditional offline groups centred around family, work, religion, or pastime. Individual social media sites, such as Frahm's Soundcloud page, represent just one of innumerable digital nodes with which a user may connect.
The notion of "virtual communities, " advanced by the pioneers of social interaction on the Internet… induced a major misunderstanding: the term "community", with all its powerful connotations, confused different forms of social relationship, and prompted ideological discussion between those nostalgic for the old, spatially bounded community and the enthusiastic supporters of Internet-enabled communities of choice (Castells 2001, 125) .
If these inherently weak and transitory social connections are a troublesome aspect of networked communities (or 'publics' , to borrow boyd's term), then they offer, as Castells notes above, a crucial consolation: choice. These informal relationships are identified and forged with a degree of voluntariness that would be incompatible with conventional social relationships such as those associated with family, neighbour(hood), workplace. Furthermore, these freely-associated weak ties clearly needn't comply to the same cultural codes, the same geographic restrictions, nor even the same linguistic frameworks-frankly, nor any restriction of space or time-to which users must usually abide in their offline lives. The sense of free will and volition which lies at the heart of digitally-mediated sociality has come to be referred to (initially by Wellman [1999 Wellman [ , 2001 Wellman et al. 2006] , since reiterated by Castells [2001] ) as 'networked individualism':
We are now experiencing another transition, from place-to-place to person-to-person connectivity. Moving around with a mobile phone, pager, or wireless Internet makes people less dependent on place. Because connections are to people and not to places, the technology affords shifting of work and community ties from linking people-in-places to linking people wherever they are. It is I-alone that is reachable wherever I am: at a house, hotel, office, freeway or mall. The person has become the portal. … The shift to a personalised, wireless world affords networked individualism, with each person switching between ties and networks. People remain connected, but as individuals rather than being rooted in the home bases of work unit and household (Wellman, 2002, 16) .
Perhaps the necessary analytical step to understanding the new forms of social interaction in the age of the Internet is to build on a redefinition of community. … Now, the dominant trend in the evolution of social relationships in our societies is the rise of individualism, in all its manifestations. … After the transition from the predominance of primary relationships (embodied in families and communities) to secondary relationships Page of 5 14
(embodied in associations), the new, dominant pattern seems to be built on what could be called tertiary relationships, or what Wellman calls "personalised communities, " embodied in me-centred networks (Castells 2001, 127-128) .
Again, this voluntariness-the sense that the Internet and associated communication technologies "are helping each individual to personalise his or her own community" (Wellman et al 2006, 17) -makes the digital an ideal vehicle for the formulation of associations beyond those which would be possible in users'
conventional, day-to-day, offline lives and interactions. For loosely-associated creative communities, such as those informally gathered around music streaming, photo sharing, and video upload platforms, the benefit can seem to be one primarily of convenience (easily transcending issues of language or cultural custom, for example), or perhaps variety (affording access and exposure to a wide range of creative practices, styles, genres, etc.). But their significance increases by several orders of magnitude when one considers those creatives living in culturally isolated circumstances. For the geographically remote, culturally oppressed, or simply artistically detached creative practitioners, these kinds of informal, dynamic networked communities afford the opportunity to engage with others in way that would have been otherwise impossible.
In other instances, these on-line networks become forms of "specialized communities;" that is, forms of sociability constructed around specific interests. Since people may easily belong to several of these networks, individuals tend to develop their "portfolios of sociability, " by investing differentially, at different points in time, in a number of networks with low entry barriers and low opportunity costs (Castells 2001, 132) .
Castell and Wellman's 'networked individualism' resonates strongly with Bennett's 'actualizing' model of citizenship and with boyd's 'networked publics. ' These individually-determined, highly personalised, networked social associations are a fundamental aspect of contemporary digital experience, and therefore something that should be of serious consideration with regards to creative citizenship. They have introduced a new, fundamentally self-directed component to the formation of one's civic identity, and crucially, one that needn't comply to the top-down hierarchical structures of any conventional, 'dutiful' model of citizenship.
Thus, while the citizenship which this paper seeks to explore still ultimately belongs-as we will explore in more detail in the succeeding section-to the offline habitat of the user, the digital domain offers a means by which alternative versions of that citizenship might be enacted. By formulating relationships and ties that could not exist offline, creative practitioners are able to cut across geographical boundaries and cultural codes, practicing kinds of creativity, in styles, genres, materials that they would not be able to do in their immediate environment. Here we return to the initial conjecture of this paper. Creative citizenship is often thought to be the act of engaging and/or mobilising one's immediate, physical community through digitally-mediated creative practice. Might it not also be the ability to retract from one's immediate real-world community as a means of resistance when it proves faulty or lacking in some way, by, for example, seeking refuge within the dislocated, diasporic, self-selected communities of the Internet? The following section seeks to highlight specific examples of digitally-mediated creativity (in this instance, musical) toward which these broad questions might be directed.
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Music-Making and the Iranian Digital Diaspora
Iran's sustained period of cultural imperialism began after the Islamic Revolution of 1979, during which time a theocratic republic sought to 'cleanse the country of Western ideologies' by placing 'various cultural activities within an Islamic framework' (Rastovac 2009, 63) . While the nuances of Shar'iā law and the ideology that governed these cultural and artistic policies cannot be covered in depth here, it has at certain points led to the banning of 'all concerts, and especially all radio or television broadcasts of foreign and Iranian, classical and popular music' (Youssefzadeh 2000, 38) . Furthermore: 'the pāsdārān (revolutionary guards) organised raids to collect and destroy musical instruments. Playing music was forbidden. The bards who had participated in concerts and festivals under the old regime were summoned and cross-examined by the revolutionary authorities. Some of those who had performed at festivals, such as Karegar, died in obscurity' (Youssefzadeh 2000, 38) . The ban on popular music in particular, notes Rastovac, 'consequently imbued this musical genre with an immense subversive power, and for young people in Iran listening to pop music became a form of resistance against the Islamic regime' (Rastovac 2009, 65) . Since this time, Iran's cultural imperialism has advanced and receded depending on the cultural ideology of governmental authorities at any given time, but many restrictions, and indeed a general anti-musical sentiment, continues to exist in contemporary Iran:
Despite the increasing openness in the political and cultural spheres over the past decade, the conservative clerical lobby continues to challenge many of these changes. Music, particularly many styles of popular music, remains problematic for the government. Music is often caught within the power play between conservatives and reformists, both of whom are often deeply divided on the issue. … Many of the restrictions established in the 1980s remain intact today: women are still restricted from performing as soloists, dancing or suggestive movement remains strictly forbidden in public, concerts or in music videos, musical instruments are not shown on television, and only religious music is allowed in public places on religious holidays (Rastovac 2009, 68-69) .
It is perhaps unsurprising that, since the turn of the millennium, Iranians have begun circumnavigating the cultural censorship of the state by exercising their creativity among the dislocated milieux of online communities. Nooshin (2005) , in her study of underground rock music practice in the country, refers in particular to a virtual competition held by arts and culture website tehranavenue.com, in which twenty-one Iranian rock bands partook during 2002 (the significance of this website is also noted in Elahi 2011). Each uploaded a single song, made available to the public for the duration of one month. During this time, the website registered '200,000 successful downloads from various cities and countries around the globe … sixty percent of downloads were from outside the country' (Nooshin 2005, 476) . The competition, and indeed the website, severed to gather an informal, transnational community around these musicians, providing a sense of collective identity that would have been almost impossible without the communicative network of the (ECOSOC) in 2012 (Freemuse 2008) . The number of articles filed with the identifying tag 'Iran' on the Freemuse website exceeds one hundred -these articles account infringements that range from concerts to downloads to 'loud music' , penalties for which include lashes, bans and capital punishment. For its utilisation of the Internet, however, one in particular stands out: "to the Iranian artist IO, " the article reads, "the publishing of his album 'Music Hall 151' on 27 September 2007 is a victory over censorship. He could not have published it in Iran, but now instead, it is available world-wide via the internet" (Freemuse 2007 ).
IO ( forbidden from offering fast broadband packages, writes The Guardian. Banning high-speed internet makes it more difficult to download foreign music which the authorities blame for undermining Islamic culture among the younger generation" (Freemuse 2006b ).
Informal networked communities such as these, gathered around websites and blogs, represent the only feasible means by which Iranian popular musicians can reach audiences outside of their homeland (or, in the case of Shakeri, inside), and their importance has not gone unnoticed by scholars in this area. This sentiment is one reiterated by Nooshin (2008, 77) , who sees the Internet as a route towards "audiences outside Iran, both in the Iranian diaspora and non-Iranians, ' and confirmed by Rastovac (2009, 79) , who states that 'with so few physical spaces to play music and distribute music, musicians in the underground scene have turned to the Internet and have created a virtual music community. ' Furthermore, it is an opinion echoed by Shafaee (2003, 194) , who regards these instances as part of a wider socio-political phenomenon: 'it appears that the Internet has allowed for the creation of a virtual society in the heart of Iran. '
In the absence of physical spaces in which to perform of the means by which to distribute music, the Internet is playing a crucial role in enabling musicians to communicate with each other and with audiences, effectively forming a virtual rock community. To quote from the lead singer of the band 127, "the only club we have for Gisso Shakeri's official website: www.gissoo.com.
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Page of 8 14 playing is our website. " … In comparison with existing means of circumnavigating central control-the black market or private concerts, for example-the Internet offered a relatively cheap, risk-free, and infinitely more flexible medium to access audiences, both inside and outside Iran (Nooshin 2005, 475) .
In a more recent and wide-ranging overview of musical life in Iran, Siamdoust (2017) also notes the cultural significance of the Internet in mobilising artists within Iran, and reiterates the notion that it offers an 'alternative public sphere' (Siamdoust 2017, 220) , a means of circumnavigating state control. However, to a greater degree, Simdoust paints a cat-and-mouse picture involving those artists determined to utilise the Internet as a subversive space for civic protest through creative engagement and a government who, since 2009, has 'viewed these new media as a threat to the very foundations of the state and further tightened its grip on this sphere' (Siamdoust 2017, 217) . The promise of the Internet's democratic potentials is perhaps fading: as digital literacy increases, the struggle between popular music's practitioners and those who police it perseveres in the networked sphere just as it does in physical spaces.
Nonetheless-and returning to Wellman and Castells-it is the flexibility, the multiplicity, and the individuality of these connections that make this form of subversive creative protest feasible at all. If virtual communities such as those referred to above possessed the formality of their offline equivalents, then not only would they likely lack the international reach and thus sense of insubordination that they possess, but their suppression by the state would be far more manageable. It is precisely their dynamism-the fact that they exist as temporary collections of networked individuals, as opposed to cohesive, permanent communitieswhich makes them such an ideal vehicle for circumnavigating governmental control. The musicians referred to above can be understood as enacting a self-directed vision of their citizenship through the networked publics of their chosen online communities, while also, by actively resisting the cultural oppression of their immediate environments, partaking in the civic life of their immediate surroundings. Furthermore, not only do they derive a personal creative benefit though their activities, but also, by encouraging (through online engagement and visibility) the interaction and participation of other Iranians, their actions serve to undermine the hierarchical creative oppression against which they struggle, pointing to a profound entanglement between on-/offline, 'mediated'/'unmediated' publics, and 'dutiful'/'actualising' modes of citizenship. precisely this individualism-a self-directed navigation through the networked publics of the contemporary digital landscape-that affords the user a route towards self-actualised versions of citizenship. As indicated by this terminology ('publics, ' 'actualised'), these ideas resonate strongly with the work of boyd (2007) and Bennett (2008) . It is precisely through the informal, transient interaction of users across geographic and cultural divides, and an engagement with alternative, transnational, virtual communities, that this individualism arises. Incorporating sociological perspectives on these digital interactions, and being receptive to the idea that attempts to enact change upon civic life might just as easily emerge through community disengagement as it can engagement, should be fundamental aspect of the study of creative citizenship. As such, the the sharing of what is essentially artistic-sometimes simply entertainment-content, at least in the instances described herein, is the political act and an engagement in a political discourse. As we have seen, this can include cultural oppression, but so could might it also refer to cultural or geographical isolation, a lack of technological infrastructure, or a dearth of business opportunities. All of these mark opportunities for further research and consideration in this area.
Conclusions
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